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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Data Visualisation, maps are a great way to present information, or data, about the non-visual elements of a society, and associate them with a certain area or region. We can use Maps to convey a wide range of data. For example, we can show demographics, political affiliations, income level, or the number of heat strokes in an area when compared to temperature. �There are many different ways of presenting maps, or spatial data. ��



Choropleth maps

THE CHOROPLETH MAP 

Distinguishes predefined areas by 
using different types of shading, 
colouring or symbols that 
represent a data variable.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
��There are many different ways of presenting maps, or spatial data. �First we are going to start with the Choropleth map, a type of spatial data you have probably seen before, and is used very commonly in media and research. �The Choropleth map will distinguish predefined areas by using different types of shading, colouring or symbols that represent the average values of a particular quantity in those areas. You have probably often seen this type of map to show characteristics of a population, as you see in this map of the media age of the population across England.As we can see here, in choropleth maps we employ colour to indicate data values across geographical areas on a map. They are incredibly useful for showing patterns across an area, as well differences and consistencies. Normally, darker colours are used to present  large values, and then typically will become lighter as the values become smaller.  ��



Choropleth maps

Source: : Wikimedia Commons
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Presentation Notes
The choropleth map was first used in 1826 by Baron Pierre Charles Dupin, in order to depict the availability of basic education in France by department.Choropleth maps are what you are most familiar with, and they are the maps most often used the Social Sciences, but let’s go over other types of spatial data.���



cartograms

CARTOGRAMS 

A type of map which 
distorts the area in 
order manipulate a 
place’s area to be 
sized accordingly to a 
data variable.

Ecological Footprint of Consumption 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�Cartograms are a type of map which distorts the area (typically shown in a Mercator or Gall Peter’s projection) in order to demonstrate how the data is equally represented.�In this map, the areas are altered to demonstrate the total ecological footprint of individuals in each country, in order to quantify humanity’s impact on the natural environment. An ecological footprint describes the impact of an individual person or community on the environment, expressed as the amount of land required to sustain their use of natural resources.�



cartograms

Ecological Footprint of Consumption 2019 CO₂ Emissions per capita 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compare this cartogram to this next one, demonstrates the CO2 emissions for each country in 2016.��This map distorts the areas to show which countries have the highest and lowest carbon emissions. How does it correspond with the findings of the first cartograph map above? How does the cartograph method help us understand this?�



Source: Benjamin Hennig  (2019). ‘Cartographic perspectives of the 2019 General Election’, in UK 
Election Analysis 2019: Media, Voters and the Campaign.

CHOROPLETH HEXAGON CARTOGRAPH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving on, here is an example of three different ways of mapping the voter turnout at the recent 2019 UK General Election (you may remember these graphs from a previous video). Here we see the choropleth and cartogram in use:�As you can see, there is a geographic (choropleth) view, constituency (hexagon) view and a population (cartograph) view. �The geographic views show voter turnout in a conventional choropleth map, in the form of the map of the UK that we are used to seeing. �The population view shows the map altered by how each area is resized according to the number of people living in that area. In all three of these maps, the different shades of green represent levels of voter turnout. �The constituency view instead uses its hectogon to present individual constituencies. Hexagon maps can offer clarity in the way they standardize geographic spaces, due to the ability for the hexagon to tessellate well. They are still able to produce recognizable geographic representations, as you can see in the map above showing seats in the UK parliament.�Which do you prefer? And, why? Take a moment to reflect on the positive and negatives, if any, for each one.��



Point map

Source: http://www.puffpuffproject.com/languages.html 

POINT MAP

Also know as a Dot Map, 
presents data or 
information as individual 
dots on a map.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our next example is a Point map - or Dot Map. These present data or information as individual dots on a map. Each dot can present one single thing, or represent a value of an amount of one thing. They are useful in that they are straightforward and easy for the audience to quickly and clearly take in the information. They are used especially for displaying data with a wide distribution of geographic information. Here we can see how they are used to show all the different languages in the world.�This map shows how there are currently 2978 living languages, and each point is placed at the centre of the region of their birth. The makers of this map also used locations prior to European colonial expansion. What is this map telling us about common birth places for our current living languages? ��



Point map

“The big problem is that dot 
maps fail to take into account 
the number of people living in 
an area and at risk to get a 
disease” 

-Edward Tufte

Original map made by John Snow in 1854. Source: Wikimedia Commons

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�There are some issues with dot maps. Edward Tufte noted that “The big problem is that dot maps fail to take into account the number of people living in an area and at risk to get a disease” This can especially be seen with the cholera map of Dr Jon Snow, which we saw in our first video, as it does not assess varying densities of population in the area around the pump.�



Line map

LINE MAP

Maps that show movements 
from one place to another 

Source: Ordnance Survey
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Presentation Notes
�Line maps are used less often, and a part of this is because they can be difficult to draw. These types of maps are especially useful in that they can be used to convey not only space, but time. They are often used to show routes of transportation, for example plane routes, driving distribution, or subway and line distribution, or the  most walked paths in Britain, as we can seen in the graph here:



heat map

HEAT MAP

Maps that show the weight of 
each point in a geographical 
range.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�Heatmaps are a type of data visualisation that allows to show the weight of each point in a geographical range. This data is then often presented using a sequential or diverging colour scheme. An example of this can be seen in this heat map here, which uses a rainbow pallete that shows how the wind varies across the UK, showing us that (unsurprisingly) it is windier by the coast and in elevated areas!
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